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Elsevier’s EM (Editorial Manager System) & Transparency



I. Publication in good journals is getting more competitive



1. Desk rejection is popular

Journal of Finance



2.  Competition will only get 
tougher…and tougher 

• Competition from Europe 
and within Asia is rapidly 
increasing

• IREF manuscripts from 
China were negligible 10 
years ago;  in 2020 there 
are more than 400 
submissions, and the 
quality is improving 
rapidly



II. Mitigate desk rejection

1. Choosing Topics

• Is the topic interesting to you? If the topic is not interesting to 
you, it may be boring to the Editors/Reviewers too. Interesting 
topics are often buried in contemporaneous research and news 
media such as Wall Street Journal.

• Is the topic informative?



• Are Cryptos safe-haven assets during Covid-19? Evidence from Wavelet Coherence analysis

• Institutions, Regulations, and Initial Coin Offerings: An international perspective

• The effects of the Covid-19 pandemic and oil prices on the Saudi stock market: Empirical evidence 
from the ARDL bounds cointegration test

• The Relationship between Exchange Rate Policy and Monetary policy in Egypt

• Patent Licensing with Endogenous Incumbency

• Diversification Benefits in Some Oil Producing Countries

• A Learning-based Strategy for Portfolio Selection

Can you tell which topics are more likely to be desk-rejected?



2.  Does your research make some contributions to the 
literature? 

• It does not have to be a “major contribution”, but you need 
to be able to tell the difference between your research and 
the extant literature
• New meaningful findings
• Different results
• Different ways to test and/or interpret theories



3. Introduction is the most important section of your paper.  
Unfortunately it is also the most difficult part to write.

• WHAT are my research objectives
• WHY is my research important
• WHERE is (are) my contribution(s)

 As desk rejection is getting more popular, the Editors will make 
decision based on the reading of Introduction, or the 
“abstract”.  Everyone should write and rewrite the 
Introduction many times before submission



 Institutional Details

4. Other important things to consider

 Are the results robust?

• Endogeneity is the most often challenged issue



III. Choosing Journals and Co-authors

 Give your research a realistic assessment
• What is your contribution? This is particularly important if you 

aim high

 Aim high
• A 15th ranked journal is not necessary easier than a 10th ranked 

journal.
• Because publication is 2/3 quality, 1/3 luck! 



JFE’s 
reviewers



 Understand who you are competing with
• Top finance journals ranked using Author Affiliation Index



• Networking helps



IV. Reviewer is the King: Most Common Rejection Reasons

1.  No contribution (an easy shot by the reviewers)

• This problem has been widely studied in the literature and, hence, I do not
see this paper as making a valuable contribution.

• Contribution of the paper is not important enough for publication in
IREF. Paper could have been desk-rejected. It's an empirical exercise.



2.  Sloppy writing

• First and foremost, the paper's writing and structure is a major hurdle to 
read and understand what this is all about. 

• The paper suffers throughout from a lack of clarity, which I think extends 
beyond a language barrier. The write-up is sloppy, at times incoherent, 
and ultimately unsound.

• The authors sometimes use present tense, sometimes past tense. I had to 
read the same thing many times to understand what the authors meant 
to say and I still didn't understand.



• The English is so bad that many parts are incomprehensible. Even when it's
comprehensible, it's terribly incomplete.

• It almost feels like it is translated from a foreign language using a not too successful 
translation software. 

• Remember, native English speakers also employ copy editor.
• Use copy editor in the first submission



3.  Mechanical application of econometric models

• However, there is simply no motivation offered by the authors for
the analysis they conduct. Massive technical exercise is performed
but the authors do not articulate in sufficient extent why they do
it, why the methods should offer better results, how are their
results connected with the relevant literature, what are the key
advantages of the methods they use etc.



4.  Outdated references

• In 2019, reference a 2013 “forthcoming” paper
• None of the references are newer than, say, 2012

5.  Do some revisions before submitting to a new journal

• Submitting a rejected paper to a new journal without revision is a 
bad idea.  There is a realistic probability that the paper may be 
reviewed by the same reviewer.  

 Reviewer is the KING!



V. The Role of Editors

• Many Editors rely heavily on reviewers
• Editors do have some discretion, but not unlimited
• Co-Editing is getting more popular; often authors do not have the choice of 

handling editor
• As the number of submissions increases, quality reviewers are overloaded, 

desk rejection becomes popular



 Editors love to have non-controversial reviews



 But it is hard to have unanimous review, some are luckier, others are not 

• Topic is interesting and the comments can be addressed



 A  green light from the reviewers does not guarantee a revision



 Avoid incomplete revision

This type of reviewer decision is getting 
more popular. Many times a revision got 
rejected.

 Take every step of the writing seriously !



Thank You (and Questions?)


